ATOMIC ENERGY CENTRAL SCHOOL,ANUPURAM
Class:V

WORKSHEET - 2

FILL IN THE BLANKS

EVS
( Lessons 6,8 & 10)

1)

We should use water judiciously as it is --------------

2)

Ghadsisar is a ----------- made by King ---------------

3)

The -----------------water was used throughout the year.

4)

----------- and -----------were used to collect the precious water.

5)

There were many customs related to ----------,

6)

------------- can be stored in the underground water.

7)

-------------- spread malaria.

8)

A ----------- test is done to find out a malarial patient.

9)

Lack of haemoglobin in blood causes --------------.

10)

Mosquitoes lay eggs in ---------water.

11)

Baby mosquitoes are known as -----------.

12)

------------- discovered that mosquitoes spread malaria.

13)

The Golconda fort is

14)

Many clay pipes were laid throughout the fort to reach ---------- all places.

15)

Qutubshahi Sultan ruled one after another from ----------to -----------.

16)

There were many big ------------and -------- that used to be full of water.

17)

Makai Darwaza is in ----------------------.

18)

We come to know many things about people of earlier times through a ----.

very -------.

Answer the following .
1) How was water collected in the nine lakes in Ghadisar?
2) Define stepwell.
3) Who was Al-Biruni? What did he write about India?
4) Write different sources from where people get water.
5) Define rainwater harvesting.
6) Mention methods to reuse water.
7) Describe some ways of conserving water.
8) Write the names of containers in which water is stored at homes.
9) Make a poster on saving water. Write a slogan.
10) What is haemoglobin?
11) What is the process for checking blood sample for malaria?
12) What is anaemia?

13) Where are the larvae of mosquitoes found?
14) Name some diseases caused by mosquitoes.
15) We should not allow water to be collected in pots , coolers, tanks etc..Why?
16) In which season is malaria more common ? Why?
17) How can the growth of larvae be stopped in water?
18) What are the symptoms of malaria?
19) What did Ronald Ross discover?
20) Write some preventive measures for malaria .
21) Flies do not bite people but still spread diseases. How?
22) Draw a poster on avoiding water stagnation.
23) What steps did the kings take to protect themselves from enemies?
24) How do you find direction of the place you are standing at?
25) Did the forts only serve as houses for kings?
26) Did Kings use any other ways to conquer kingdom?
27) What methods were used to make water available in different places in a fort?
28) What made it difficult for any army to enter Golconda fort?
29) Golconda fort is an excellent example of architecture. Explain.
30) Explain , what is made by bastions.
31) What are different ways by which people spoil monuments.?
32) Write a few sentences on any fort.
True or False
1) Golconda fort is located in Agra.
2) There are many places inside the fort.
3) The painting shows Golconda fort is 500 years old.
4) Cannon is a type of gun.
5) Dengue is spread by mosquitoes.
6) For blood test , blood is taken from the place where the mosquito has bitten.
7) Lack of haemoglobin in blood causes anaemia.
8) Rainwater cannot be used by us.
9) There are no customs related to water.
10) Today Ghadsisar is not used.
11) Water bill should not be paid ‘
12) Rain is the main source of water on earth.
13) A blood test cannot detect malaria .
14) We should not allow water to be collected in pots , coolers , tanks etc.
15) Some people either waste a lot of water or use wrong methods of acquiring
water.

